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The FTX Pacific Northwest is an add-on scenery landclass that improves the visuals when flying in the
Northwest region of the USA. This FTX region features all the elements that you know from the FTX
AU region but now just improved even further.
Included in this add-on you get e.g. a photoreal Seattle, the ports of Tacoma and Olympia together
with Bonneville Dam and various other points of interest. Over 400 airports in this region have been
upgraded with new and improved buildings, objects and elevation. Orbx uses completely new autogen
textures, full moving traffic and 3D night lighting to get the most realistic scenery possible. This is
combined with a truly superb ground texture quality and photoreal mountains etc.

I received this add-on scenery landclass directly from ORBX Systems and the download went really
quick and without any problems. After the download was completed I searched the FTX forum at
ORBX to see if there were any upgrades or patches available for this FTX region. This there was, and I
then downloaded the patch PNW005 which covers all previous patches.
After the download of the patch was finished I started the installation of the FTX Pacific Northwest.
This is a quite huge file so the installation took a few minutes but it was very easy to install – just
activate the installation wizard which is a very user friendly wizard, and that will do the rest for you.
When the installation was finished I read the specifics and hereafter installed the patch. Overall the
installation went with ease and I was now ready for the fun part.
When the installation was finished I discovered that I now had an extra icon on my desktop – this was
the FTX control panel where I had to click activate the Pacific Northwest to apply the new settings.
This was actually a great feature because if you want to use the default scenery – I can’t figure out why
anyone would do that, but then you could quite easily just de-activate the FTX and apply the default
settings without un-installing the FTX.

After the installation and activating the scenery had completed I opened up my FSX and set up a flight
from one of the many airfields in this region. When I now loaded the scenery it did take a bit extra

time to load, but when I then got into the new scenery I was completely stunned. WOW – that was
my first thought. Everything was completely different than when using the default scenery and
everything just looked so real and perfect.

I started a helicopter flight from the Fall City airport and wherever I locked everything was just
picture perfect. I had set my FSX settings as suggested by ORBX (quite high settings) but it did not
impact my computers performance heavily. However the outcome was awesome and extremely
realistic. I don’t know what I had expected because I have tested a lot of add-ons and sceneries for
flightsimulator and none of the sceneries were as the pictures that should sell the scenery – this was
different! All the pictures that I had seen on the internet was as I now saw in the complete dynamic
scenery with full moving traffic and various animations as e.g. a waterfall etc.
If you want the best outcome of this FTX region scenery you have to combine it with some of the
various airport sceneries that ORBX Systems also have made – I have combined it with e.g. the Fall
City, the Monroe Firstair and the Harvey field and these separate airport sceneries are 100% adapted
into this FTX region scenery landclass and everything looks extremely realistic and is close to picture
perfect.

I have never tried to fly in this region in real life, but when using the FTX Pacific Northwest I would
say that this probably is the very closest I can get to the real feeling of this stunning area without
actually being there in real life.

All ground textures are hand-crafted and every little detail is included in this scenery landclass down
to almost microscopic details. The landscape is the most perfect landscape that I have seen for
flightsimulator and I am stunned by the level of details every time that I use this landclass.
The landclass is filled with various buildings that all are made by ORBX and these buildings are all put
into a complete ORBX scenery library that can be downloaded at ORBX Systems website free of
charge. These additional building all contributes to a more and improved experience of the landclass,
and the buildings are all made extremely well and with good textures and a great finish. There is no
doubt that if you have first tried this landclass, you can’t really understand why you haven’t tried it
before – it is really that impressive!
This scenery is superb, awesome and very overwhelming. Extremely detailed and filled with new and
improved traffic and a very beautiful 3D night lighting. The landclass is fully adaptable with the

various other ORBX scenery airports in this region and hereby creates a picture perfect and very
realistic atmosphere when flying over this region. This is simply the very best scenery landclass that I
have ever used, seen or reviewed for flightsimulator and this I reward with a fully 5/5-Stars rating.
I thank ORBX Systems for creating this extremely beautiful scenery landclass and herby lifting the
experience of FSX to the next level. It has truly been a pleasure to review this scenery landclass and I
recommend all simmers to try it out – it is pure eye candy and you will be very surprised of how well
made this scenery landclass actually is.
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